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Rector
This edition of the Journal marks the 
launch of our Centenary Campaign 
‘Striving Higher’. We will be writing to 
all of our parents, alumni and friends 
later in 2018 setting out the detail 
of the Board’s ambitious plans for 
the school.

As Director of Development, Gavin McLellan explains 
(centre spread) we can embrace exciting opportunities 
by seeking new sources of funding or we can stand 
still in investment terms which really means going 
backwards and managing decline. As a public body we 
cannot borrow, but like increasing numbers of Scottish 
state schools we can seek philanthropic giving from our 
communities and partners.

Gavin has engaged extensively with all of our 
stakeholders – current and former parents, alumni, 
staff and pupils. There is clearly a widespread ambition 
to afford current and future generations of pupils the 
same opportunities as previous generations and a 
realisation that we have to create new opportunities 
in our interconnected world.

We need your support now to upgrade 
our Multi-user Games Area (MUGA). The 
carpet on the main all-weather pitch will be replaced 
this summer. Access to the MUGA is via the main pitch 
so this project cannot wait and we need to secure 
£50,000 immediately.

We also need your ongoing support. Our 
plans for a new Sports Building, a Science Technology 
Engineering and Maths (STEM) Centre and a Chinese 
Language Centre will directly benefit every child from 
P1 to S6. They will also indirectly benefit almost every 
other aspect of the school. To realise these ambitions 
we need to raise £1M+.

We believe that we can attract substantial funding for 
these projects from Trusts and other grant making 
bodies. All such bodies do however wish to see match 
funding from the community.
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When we consulted parents on their 
priorities in difficult economic times you 
asked the Board to protect three things

• the curriculum offering in the senior phase; 
• class sizes in P1 and P2 and,
• our provision for additional support needs. 

In setting the budget for the next two years 
the Board has protected the last two of 
these. However, the budget provided by 
Scottish Government requires us to reduce 
teacher numbers in Secondary and therefore 
our curricular offering. The only way to limit 
impact would be to further reduce funding 
for co-curricular activities which means either 
we stop offering activities which parents 
repeatedly tell us they wish us to sustain and 
indeed expand or we raise income.

Voluntary gifting by parents is a more effective 
way to raise funds than charging more or 
starting to charge for activities that have been 
free hitherto.

To place our co-curricular activities on a self-
sustaining footing we wish to raise a further 
£2M+ over the next 10 years. We can achieve 
this through ongoing giving by our parents 
and alumni.

All gifts received will go to the Educational 
Amenities Trust Fund (EA Trust) to be used 
in accordance with the Trust’s objectives.

No funds will be used to pay for any of 
the core educational provision which is the 
responsibility of the state. It will be directed 
to the Centenary Foundation Fund 
within the EA Trust which will support capital 
projects, our co-curricular programmes and 
the benevolent fund.

The school’s policy is to encourage mass 
participation in sports, music making and 
the plethora of trips, excursions and events 
running throughout the year. It is a policy built 
on excellence and opportunity for all. 

This philosophy lies at the hear t of our 
academic success. There is no ‘attainment gap’ 
at Jordanhill. Pupils of all backgrounds achieve 
equally well.

In March the Scottish Government published 
a wide range of performance statistics for 
schools on the Parentzone site. Jordanhill 
School has the highest level of attainment 
on every measure. Of greatest significance 
is the gap between actual performance and 
the statistical prediction represented by the 
‘virtual comparator’. 

The culture of the school is key to this success 
and the Board is unanimous in its view that 
we should maintain access and opportunity 
for all young people. We need your support 
to sustain that aspiration and ask you to 
contribute whatever you can.
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The official launch of the Confucius Classroom 
Hub at Scottish Opera was marked by the 
presentation of a commemorative plaque by 
Chinese Consul General Pan Xinchun to Alex 
Reedijk and Peter Lawson, General Director 
and Chairman respectively of Scottish Opera, at 
a ceremony held at Jordanhill School on Friday 
16th February. The event took place on the first 
day of the Chinese New Year and guests were 
entertained by Primary 2 processing round the 
grounds as a Chinese Dragon. The reception 
was followed by a special performance of the 
Company’s primary school tour production, The 
Dragon of the Western Sea, involving 99 pupils 
from Primary 5 and 6. The school congratulates 
Scottish Opera on joining the family of Confucius 
Classrooms as the world’s first specialist Hub.

The Dragon of the Western Sea

Scottish Opera Confucius Classroom 
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Alastair Cram
Alastair Cram, Head Teacher of Jordanhill College School 
from 1980 to 1988 – he disliked the term ‘headmaster,’ and 
never used it – died peacefully in Greenock on Monday 13th 
November 2017. He was seventy-two years old.
 
Just thirty-five on assuming the reins from the late W T 
Branston in November 1980, Cram remains our youngest 
commander. He made striking reforms, was central to the 
1985-87 battle for Jordanhill’s survival as a state school, and 
oversaw its renamed reinvention under a parent-elected 
Board of Managers.  
 
An only child, Alastair Buchanan Cram was born in Greenock 
on 19th February 1945. He left Greenock Academy as Head 
Boy and read Physics at Glasgow University, graduating 
with honours. After teacher-training at Jordanhill College of 
Education he won a scholarship granting him a year studying 
post-graduate science education in Calgary, Canada.

Bright, ebullient, funny, Alastair Cram’s career prospered in 
his native Inverclyde, latterly as Deputy Head Teacher in 
Greenock’s Cowdenknowes High School.
 
A keen Scout, too, he rose to become a District Commissioner, 
leading Explorer Belt expeditions overseas. He enjoyed cricket, 
football and P G Wodehouse and was an earnest member of 
the Church of Scotland.

With his gracious wife, Moira, Cram took avidly to Jordanhill, moving to Woodend Drive – keeping open house 
for pupils – and joining Jordanhill Parish Church, growing close to Rev. Finlay Macdonald. Was it wise to live, 
effectively, above the shop? Neither of Mr Cram’s successors chose to reside in Jordanhill and it can have done 
nothing for his work-life balance. 
 
Some of his Jordanhill changes were astute – adding Business Studies to the Secondary curriculum and Science 
classes to the Primary one; introducing continuous assessment and ending ‘streaming’ for First and Second Year 
pupils; and creating Junior and Senior Pupil Councils.
 
Cram replaced stolid school dinners at the Refectory with a popular cafeteria system; decreed chairs for 
Morning Assembly (Secondary worshippers had had hitherto to stand); and throttled a growing drugs problem: 
for the first time in our history there were expulsions.
 
In March 1982, he abolished the belt. Mr Cram besides coped with budget constraints (the school was now 
disgracefully neglected by the College); the challenging ‘Parents’ Charter,’ admitting many pupils from without the 
catchment; EIS industrial action in the mid-80s (though only of a ‘work-to-rule’ nature) and curricular changes 
decreed by Munn and Dunning and, subsequently, the 16+ Action Plan.
 
He generally recruited well, the 1985 arrival of Gordon Finlayson as Assistant Head Teacher (Curriculum) being 
notable. But Cram found fast friends in his own predecessor and in Eleanor McArthur (AHT – Guidance). 
Branston’s sudden death, in December 1984, and her 1987 retiral were real blows.
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Some changes were controversial. Enlarging the Prefect body to include Fifth Years was perhaps imprudent; 
the substitution (from 1984) of cheesy Hollywood musicals for Gilbert and Sullivan upset some and Cram’s 
dissolution of the Classics Department and side-lining of its distraught Principal Teacher to library duty are 
yet lamented.
 
Mr Cram loved children; had a trick for learning their names, he chuckled in 2015. ‘I’d just smile at one wee 
lass in the playground and say, “How are you, Jessie?” “I’m not Jessie,” she’d wail, “I’m Joan!”’ And there are many 
anecdotes of kindness. 
 
One infamously incompetent young teacher was not only encouraged to think of another career, but funding 
secured by the Head Teacher to retrain for it. A classmate of mine was caught up in brutal parental divorce; 
he and his brother denied any contact with their mother. Word reached Cram’s ears: thereafter they enjoyed 
time with her in his own office.
 
Though there were other key figures, like Iain Mann and Rev. Mr Macdonald, it is improbable endeavours to 
save Jordanhill in the mid-Eighties would have succeeded without Alastair Cram’s indefatigability. On his initiative, 
for instance, two young pupils went to Downing Street with a petition for Mrs Thatcher and, in May 1987, the 
school’s survival was assured, beginning anew with direct Scottish Office funding in April 1988.

But, by then, even as Jordanhill School was ogled by forces desperate for its new order to fail, it was entangled in 
a nightmare of Mr Cram’s own making. Some maintain that it was only under the strain of the save-the-school 
struggle his drinking became problematic. Many begged Cram to admit his addiction and to take leave for 
rehabilitation, which the Board wanted to fund. But he stoutly denied any problem and spurned help. Eventually 
his position was irretrievable and, on 10th November 1988, the Board of Managers declared he could not 
continue as Head Teacher and he was permitted to resign. Alastair Cram, still only forty-three, never again set 
foot in the school and, sadly, though he taught for a bit in London and overseas, never did re-establish himself.
 
By March 2007, resident in Greenock’s Sir Gabriel Woods Mariners Home, Cram could enjoy a last decade of 
sober, dignified comfort. He loved Jordanhill visitors and talking lucidly to the last about the old days.
 
The school was formally represented at his funeral, on Wednesday 22nd November, by the Rector, Dr Paul 
Thomson, and its Captains with many friends in attendance.
 
Days earlier, Marcus Littlejohn had blogged, on learning 
of his death, “One day, when I was in Second Year, my 
usual Physics teacher was off sick. Mr Cram, the Head, 
covered the class. One day. One lesson. One hour. I 
learned more about Physics in that one hour than I 
had in the previous year and a bit. He explained it in 
a way that made everything else in the subject make 
sense and, without that one day, I doubt I’d ever have 
passed Physics, or gone on to become an engineer or 
gone to sea or even have had the life-skills and academic 
qualifications that have allowed me to gain employment 
in my current career.” 
 
It is that Alastair Cram we should remember. His portrait 
has hung for decades with those of other Jordanhill 
heads in the school’s conference-room; his shipwreck 
a chilling reminder that alcohol, if a tender servant, is 
a terrible master – but his final years, too, a testament 
of grace.

John MacLeod
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I AM NOT A SPOOK!
Why? Because, after a lifetime as an intelligence officer, “spook” is a 
word I and my colleagues loathe. We were (and are) professionals 
who have worked to protect our country or, as I would have it, 
“civilisation” against any who would like to impose their values 
against us. We worked in the shadows, but our primary impulse was 
to preserve our values against any who would like to destroy them. 
OK, so well, blah, blah, blah, you are thinking. Times have moved on 
and this old Jordanhill alumnus (1965-1971) is surely totally out of 
date with the ethos of the current world. Not so fast .…

One of the great things I learned at Jordanhill was the power of history. 
Power, because it allowed one to put current events into a context, 
but also because it portrayed a timeline which was both inexorable 
and contingent. What if Napoleon III had not been suffering from 
gallstones at a critical batt? What if Hitler had developed nuclear 
weapons in WWII before the Allies? Two themes here: history and 
science and the ability to question everything. And to make your 
teachers’ lives a misery …

One of the great virtues of the Scottish educational system is that 
it allowed me (and I hope still does) to continue on both arts and 
science tracks before going to university. So I was able to obtain 
Highers in both areas before deciding that my maths would never 
allow me to go the science route (but full credit to my maths teacher, 
Mr Rogers, who stretched me beyond my limits).

So, the arts it was, and I signed up to a degree in History and Politics (eventually graduating with an 
MA 2.1 before going on to a couple of years’ futile postgraduate work on modern Chinese political 
history. Futile, why? Because an American scholar Lyman P Van Slyke (the name is etched in my memory) 
published a definitive work on my subject just before I submitted my thesis. So the M.Phil. was abandoned:  
where to go from here?

At that point I was engaged to be married (and we have just celebrated our Golden Wedding Anniversary, 
so it worked out exceedingly well) and I really, really needed a job. My uncle, who had been the first 
Director of Naval Intelligence, suggested I looked for something in that area. Not something I had 
considered, but I applied to the FCO and the Ministry of Defence (MoD). The FCO accepted me, but 
the MoD offered £100 more – important in 1967 if you were about to get married. The interview was 
interesting – at the end a small chap on the end of the panel said “…and what other interests do you 
have, Mr Morrison?”  “Well, science” “And just what do you mean by that?” “Well, I said (deciding on a 
decent bluff) I know how a nuclear reactor works”.  The small chap perked up and before I knew I was 
the desk officer in the Defence Intelligence Staff (DIS) running the Chinese fissile material production 
desk.

I have to confess that at this stage I had imagined that this job was just something do to for a short while  
before diving back into the world of academe. Then something rather wonderful happened. After six 
months I realised that my intelligence research in the DIS actually mattered – that government decisions 
would be made on the basis of my work.
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Not going to bore you on my subsequent career, but it included worldwide strategic studies, land arms 
production, Soviet and Warsaw Pact economics and a variety of personal commissions to investigate 
Soviet arms procurement systems and their civil protection procedures. In all of this I was greatly helped 
by close personal relationships with my US counterparts in the CIA and DIA, not to mention NSA et al. 

So, where was I coming from? A broad education, thanks to the Scottish system, which allowed me to 
learn a great deal of stuff over a broad area. An inquisitive mind, thanks to Jordanhill, which encouraged 
enquiry (I am rather sorry for giving Mr Ingram, the RE teacher, such a hard time). And I learned some 
lessons which you may or not wish to take on board but which I fear the editor would rather require 
I set out.

Firstly, question everything. You’re told something. Who says that? Where are they coming from? What 
is the evidence - is it social media or the news? Has someone got a personal agenda in putting this out? 
If you passed it on to someone, could you justify it or would you feel embarrassed if put to the point?

Secondly, be curious. It’s a wonderful world out there – explore it. Don’t live inside a bubble of your 
limited experiences talking only to those who share your own views – that’s the echo chamber.

Thirdly, read, read, read. The internet is a wonderful thing for acquiring information quickly, but you 
will only obtain deep information by reading long pieces, Fiction, non-fiction, verse or whatever - read 
thoughtfully and think about what you have read.

Fourthly – keep your sense of integrity. You know what is right and what is wrong – don’t let other people 
think otherwise. In my career as an intelligence analyst I had to stand up several times to people who 
wanted me to change our judgements to suit their policy requirements. I always refused, and although 
I got to the top of the DIS analysis system it didn’t do me any favours in the wider MoD. I don’t care: 
more important to be true to one’s values than to truckle for favours. I have former colleagues who 
did, and received honours as a result, and I don’t respect them one bit.

So, should you go into intelligence once you graduate from university (Glasgow, I hope)? Well, you have 
three main options. If you’re looking for an exciting life, try MI6 (more properly the Secret Intelligence 
Service). However, they usually prefer you to have had a few years wider experience before recruitment 
– otherwise you can go for the FCO fast-stream intake, where they will hopefully spot you as a star.

Next MI5 (the Security Service). They secure the state and have a robust mixture of on-the-ground 
operators and intelligence analysts. You’d probably be more attracted to the latter. Very much a growth 
area in the fight against global terrorism. Then GCHQ - the Government Communications Headquarters. 
They listen into and decode signals, but also analyse their meaning. I always found them invaluable as 
support to my work in intelligence analysis. If you have a talent in maths or languages, go for GCHQ.

Finally. My old alma mater (after Jordanhill):  the Defence Intelligence Staff (now known simply as Defence 
Intelligence). Here you will be faced with a wide range of intellectual challenges, including the need to 
travel to your geographical areas of interest. You will need to have a wide background (did I mention 
this?) and be willing to turn your hand to many tasks.

So, go for a career in intelligence. You won’t be a spook, but a professional operator in an area you can 
be proud of. No further clues: go to their websites!

John Morrison (FP 1965-1971)
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Bucket List Pilgrims 2017
Former pupils Douglas and Daniel Mars share a bucket 
list story!

“Santiago De Compostella? Head North out of Porto keeping 
the Atlantic on your left. You can’t miss it!” 

Up and at it nice and early. Get the bulk of the walking 
done in the surprisingly nippy morning air through lush 
green forest. Soft dusty paths under trellised vine groves.  
Over antique bridges and cobbled Roman roads. Is the Atlantic still on the left?  Up, up and up 
again scrabbling over rubble strewn mountain paths. Will this never end? Oh, but the panoramic 
view from top. Down into the sunny Spanish plains. A beer? Hmm, is the sun over the yardarm?

The Back Story

A reunion meal for Jordanhill School former pupils - all gents in their seventies. And the first 
course is… medications. My older brother Douglas Mars at age 71, was one of the pill poppers. 
There’s nothing unusual in declining fitness with age but... what to do? Set a fitness goal. The 
Camino Portuguese. It’s only 235 kilometres from Porto. A piece of cake!

Ten years previously our super fit brother David Mars suddenly 
passed away age 59. We were shocked. Surely David would have 
been the last, not the first us, to pass?

Douglas and I (Daniel Mars age 61) started the planning. Our sister, 
Jennifer, suggested that we do the pilgrimage in memory of David 
and, bless her, bankrolled the whole trek.

You’ll easily spot your fellow pilgrims as they struggle with their 
over-packed rucksacks. Everyone sheds superfluous kit along 
the way. Clothing is frequently recycled from pilgrim to pilgrim 
in the hostels en-route. 

The first few nights we slept in the Albergue (pilgrim hostels). 
There was a lovely guy in our dorm called Reinhardt. Boy, could 
he snore! He certainly D’jangoed me for the next day!

We trudged doggedly through lengthy urban and industrial 
deserts. Forest fires raged, too close for comfort sometimes, in 
Spain... but is that really the sound of a pipe band? Am I having 
auditory hallucinations? 
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No it really is an oasis! A jam packed, Galician 
food festival with funky band of Galician pipes 
and drums raising the roof!

And approximately 350,000 steps later we 
find ourselves amidst the honey stoned 
Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque buildings 
of the Old Town of Santiago de Compostela. 

It’s absolutely heavenly. But… it’s not the arriving 
that stays with you. It’s the companionship and 
the, step by step, shared challenges of the 
pilgrimage that abides.

Life is sweet and short. 
Make a bucket list. Now!

You can follow more stories from Douglas and 
Daniel on their Facebook page:  
www.facebook.com/BucketListPilgrims

They will be starting out on another Camino 
in April!

Have you a bucket list story to share? We are 
always on the lookout for the stories and life 
journeys of our former pupils to feature in the 
Journal.  

You can email your story to friends@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk

Douglas and Daniel’s top 
tips! 

• Hungry? You’ll enjoy a variety of 
cafes along the way serving a 
reasonably priced Pilgrim Menu.

• The yellow arrows and scallop shell 
symbols keep you on track. 

• Buy a good paper map and an old 
fashioned compass

• The modern pilgrim’s main enemy 
is… blisters. Harden the soles of 
your feet. Good shoes, socks and 
pavement miles are essential.

• Silicone ear plugs or pay for a 
private room!

• Use a service that transports your 
luggage to your next destination

Card Stamped! Douglas and Daniel Mars outside Porto Cathedral
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L.A. Law 
At the time of writing, I am on a flight (my kilt in the hold) from Madrid to New Delhi to attend the wedding 
of a close friend I made while studying at The University of California, Los Angeles, School of Law. Around 
20 graduates from the Master of Laws (LLM) class of 2016-17 are travelling the world over to celebrate 
Siddharth’s big day in India. 

It felt surreal in the Uber ride from LAX airport to my new “apartment”. I had never before left home. 
And now I was to reside a 5-minute walk away from UCLA School of Law on the northeastern edge of 
the UCLA campus in the Westwood area of Los Angeles. The UCLA campus lies on the rising foothills 
of the Santa Monica Mountains and approximately 12 miles from Downtown LA and five miles from the 
Pacific Ocean. An Irishman from Dublin who would be in my class greeted me at the entrance. That night 
we headed out for what would be our first of many In-N-Out Burgers (a famous Californian burger chain). 

The LLM is an international programme. I quickly realised that not only was I one of the youngest, I was 
one of the few not yet qualified as a lawyer and perhaps the only student who spoke only one language. 
A significant proportion of students could speak more than two languages. My Irish flat mate could even 
speak English and Irish. I was among distinguished lawyers working at leading international law firms and 
global companies: civil servants, politicians, and even judges. I soaked it all in.

The law school was reminiscent of an ancient Greek temple upgraded for the 21st century. The facilities 
were incredible and each day studying at UCLA Law was a pleasure and a privilege. The number of extra-
curricular activities and organisations available to students was simply staggering. 

Lunchtime seminars were offered every day for career and internship opportunities to discussing and 
exploring detailed areas of law and policy. UCLA Law uses an integrative approach to legal education, 
with a dynamic, adaptable curriculum that caters to an array of interests. Along with taking a mandatory 
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introductory seminar on American law designed uniquely for LLM students, I decided to pick and choose a 
variety of classes that appealed to me most, rather than concentrate my studies in a particular field.

Choosing to study entertainment law was a no-brainer. Situated in the backyard of the entertainment 
industry, UCLA Law is specially placed to provide the most comprehensive entertainment and media law 
education in the United States. The Hollywood Reporter ranked the program number one for the best 
schools for entertainment law, boasting specialised classes and well-regarded alumni working throughout 
the entertainment industry. Numerous presentations and conferences were held for the class by some 
of Hollywood’s leading directors, lawyers, agents and businesspeople. The curriculum explored the legal, 
commercial and economic aspects of the entertainment industry, specifically in the fields of cinema, digital 
content production and distribution and the rise of new channels of entertainment platforms such as Netflix. 
This class taught me about the practical application of several areas of the law such as intellectual property, 
corporate, and tax in order to accomplish commercial objectives. Other classes I selected included legal 
philosophy, human rights and international environmental law and policy. 

One course I found absorbing was “Future Law: Legal & Governance Responses to Transformative Societal 
Trends”. Taught by Edward A. (Ted) Parson, Dan and Rae Emmett Professor of Environmental Law and Faculty 
Co-Director of the Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at UCLA. Ted had been part of 
the faculty of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government for twelve years and he has worked and consulted 
for the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, the Office of Technology Assessment of the 
U.S. Congress, the Privy Council Office of the Government of Canada, the U.N. Environment Program, and 
the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis.

Future law examined the challenges 
facing legal systems and institutions 
of government by cer tain societal 
trends – largely concerning technological 
innovation and environmental pressures 
– that are likely to have wide-ranging 
and disruptive societal impacts over my 
lifetime. This class challenged me to think 
and reason differently than I had before by 
compelling me to consider how we could 
regulate technologies of the future. The 
subject matter was particularly relevant 
in today’s climate of growing influence 
of ar tificial intelligence, the constant 
growth in medical sciences, climate 
change, and increasing development of 
financial technologies such as blockchain 
technology and cr yptocurrencies. 
Comprised predominantly of Americans, 
this classroom environment provided me 
with a fantastic opportunity to listen to, 
and interact with, an eclectic group of 
American students from throughout the 
United States. The course culminated in me writing a paper about the impact AI could have on future job 
market regulation, and doing a presentation about climate engineering and how this premeditated large-
scale intervention in the Earth’s climate system could affect adverse global warming. 

My year was made up of 197 students hailing from 33 different countries. Hence, accents were a major talking 
point. And I was not immune to the teasing. One of my Swiss friends even commented, in good humour I 
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might add, that my exotic Glaswegian pronunciation sounded as if I “had a potato stuck in my mouth”. Many 
had a good laugh at my accent, and you have to be able to give as good as you get. One does not like to 
stereotype, however I’m afraid, I can’t resist. In fact, everybody quite enjoyed playing up to their perceived 
national traits. The Swiss were organised and structured, the South Americans were typically cool and 
unhurried, and the French were, let’s just say, very interested in good food and wine. Particular highlights for 
me beyond LA were group trips, organised by the Swiss, of course, to Yosemite National Park in California’s 
Sierra Nevada mountains, San Diego on the coast of the Pacific Ocean close to the Mexico–United States 
border, and Las Vegas, in Nevada’s Mojave Desert. 

In May 2017, my parents flew to LA for 
what Americans call “commencement” 
(graduation), and brought with them 
a surprise, my brother, Rupert. Rupert 
was initially not going to make the trip 
as he couldn’t find time off work. I was 
elated. Commencement lived up to the 
hype – roaring noise and larger-than-life 
in scale. The California sunshine also did 
not disappoint. I took my family on a tour 
of the lush green university campus to see 
sights such as the Ronald Reagan UCLA 
Medical Center and the Hugh & Hazel 
Darling Law Library, where I spent many 
hours reading, and working on my tan 
(okay a little pink) in the Ralph and Shirley 
Shapiro Courtyard. I was also grateful to 
have the chance to show my family my 
apartment and famous landmarks such as 
Santa Monica Beach, Venice Beach, Sunset 
Boulevard and stylish West Hollywood. 
Like all good tourists, we took in a fun 
day at Universal Studios Hollywood 
where my old man encountered a vicious 
velociraptor and an overzealous zombie. 

I departed California with many fond 
memories to last a lifetime and I made 
a number of friends from all around the 
world. As you will know, the Internet allows us to easily keep in contact with the touch of a button, and I plan 
to regularly see my friends from UCLA and meet up in cities from Copenhagen, Paris, Zurich and Istanbul 
to Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Lima and Mexico City. I also look forward to showing my friends my country. 
The LLM was an ideal foundation before beginning my legal traineeship with Brodies LLP in Edinburgh and 
my involvement at UCLA Law has inspired me to investigate further study in the areas of PhD and MBA. 
My experience was life changing, and I will take this chance to wholeheartedly thank Linda and Gordon 
Bonnyman. I will always keep in mind their generosity, their kindness and their constant support. 

I should finish typing; the Captain says we need to fasten our seatbelts for landing.  

Oliver James Cormack McInnes BA, LLB (Hons), DipLP, LLM
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Duke University 
In August 2016 I arrived in Durham, North 
Carolina, ready to begin my studies at Duke 
University. I was embarking on a year-long 
master’s programme studying Engineering 
Management at one of the most prestigious 
universities in the United States.  My decision 
to attend Duke would not have been possible 
without the support and generosity of The Linda 
and Gordon Bonnyman Trust. 

Located in the heavily wooded state of North 
Carolina, my time spent at Duke was unlike 
anything I had experienced before.  On-campus 
housing is reserved for the 6500 undergraduates 
who attend the university but I was lucky enough 
to find graduate accommodation a short walk 
from the university grounds.  The grandeur of 
the university itself was immediately apparent 
the first time I had a chance to explore campus. 
The Student Union for example had recently 
been reopened after a modest $90million 
refurbishment. Restaurants of all varieties, coffee 
shops, study rooms and more made it the 
place to be between classes. Despite all of the 
state-of-the-art facilities and beautiful campus 
gardens, the focal point of the university was 
the cathedral-like Duke Chapel located directly 
in the centre of campus. 

My first two weeks involved intense orientation 
sessions. The first week was dedicated to getting 
international students acclimatised to life in 
the USA and in the second week we were 
joined by the domestic students. The Master of 
Engineering Management (MEM) programme 
is a business degree tailored to engineering and 
tech industries and I was therefore able to work 
alongside students with backgrounds in various 
engineering disciplines. I was also able to learn 
a great deal from working with my classmates 
as most MEM students had an average 2 years 
of industry work experience. Another benefit 
of the course was its diversity with around 30 
countries being represented among the 150 
students.  MEM classifies itself as a professional 
master’s programme with the aim of developing 
engineers’ knowledge of business law, finance, 
and management to help them move into 
leadership roles later in their careers. 

After previously studying a heavily mathematical 
and research based undergraduate degree, there 
was a staggering difference in both subject matter 
and the learning methods at Duke. The majority 

of my time at Strathclyde was spent being lectured to and 
supervised by researchers and academics. However, most of 
the professors teaching MEM modules at Duke were also 
highly experienced industry professionals. I was being taught 
by people who had developed and ran their own businesses, 
many who held multiple technology patents in their field, 
or who had held senior positions at leading technology 
companies like IBM. It was clear that the Duke University’s 
Pratt School of Engineering was dedicated to providing 
lecturers who were at the forefront of their industries. One of 
the most memorable examples of the standard of faculty was 
when my Management Professor was able to introduce our 
small class to his former colleague Tony Scott, who has held 
positions as Chief Intelligence Officer for Microsoft and more 
recently for the US Federal Government under the Obama 
Administration. An aspect that took some getting used to 
was the method of teaching. Most of the classes focused on 
case study methods of learning which were usually analysed 
in groups. This required a huge amount of preparation in 
order to participate in class discussions, something that was 
uncommon in my undergraduate engineering degree. 

Another benefit of the MEM programme was Duke’s focus 
on industry collaboration. During my first semester I took 
part in what was to be my favourite class at Duke called 
the Consultancy Practicum Programme. Along with 5 other 
students I worked on a project based upon developing the best 
practices in innovation within the Engineering, Procurement 
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and Construction Management Industry. Our client was the 
engineering firm Parsons Corporation, an engineering and 
construction company with annual revenues of $3.2billion. 
This involved working closely with their Vice President of 
Operations and Chief of Staff. The project culminated in a 
presentation of our recommendations to around 30 of the 
company’s executives and senior management. This was by 
far the most intense, challenging, and rewarding project I 
have had the privilege to be involved in.  

Although the workload was high, I was still able to find time 
to get involved in other aspects of life as a Duke student. 
One obsession of Duke students and staff alike is college 
basketball and I quickly became fanatical about the sport 
despite knowing little about it before attending Duke.  The 
basketball team, the Duke Blue Devils, has a consistent 
reputation as one of the best in the United States having 
won several national championships under the management 
of the revered coach Mike Krzyzewski, with players who are 
famous throughout campus and even the USA.

Duke is also famous for their student basketball fans known 
as the “Cameron Crazies” due to their inventive chants and 
habits of camping out for weeks on end for the chance to 
get tickets to the games, especially against their main rival, 
The University of North Carolina. Luckily for me, graduate 
students only had to camp out for 36 hours for the chance 
to win season tickets, and although I didn’t win any, it was 
a great introduction to Duke basketball and a way to get 
to know my fellow graduate students. Going to the home 
basketball games and hearing the roar of the crowd are 
some of my fondest memories of my time spent at Duke.

Another unique aspect of studying at Duke from 2016-2017 
was the opportunity to follow the presidential election 
from within the United States. I was able to attend a Hillary 
Clinton Rally in the nearby area of Chapel Hill where 
President Obama made a speech, which is an experience I 
will never forget. The political atmosphere was always very 
tense due to the controversial nature of the presidential 
candidates and the result was not one that many expected. 
It was especially disappointing to the diverse and liberal 
students attending Duke, first to see Donald Trump take 
up the presidency in January 2017, and then later for some 
international students who became anxious about their 
visa status.
 
Overall the time I spent studying in the USA was incredible 
for many reasons. I was given a unique opportunity to widen 
both my professional and personal experience, make friends 
and connections that will last a lifetime whilst gaining a top-
class education. I had a wonderful year, and I am extremely 
grateful to The Linda and Gordon Bonnyman Trust for 
supporting my studies at Duke and providing me with this 
life changing experience. 

Jonathan Capstaff
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Carol Monaghan MP
To be allowed to sit in class 
and debate all lesson is 
most students ideal. Modern 
Studies makes this a reality 
by combining facts and 
opinions. With so many 
conflicting sources, politics 
can be overwhelming at 
times. With one article saying 
this, and another saying that, 
it is hard for us students to 
decide who to believe. So, 
when the opportunity arose 
to question an MP first hand, 
it is fair to say that everyone 
was extremely enthusiastic.

Whilst Carol Monaghan spoke, the class sat in silence, engulfed by the insider views of a politician. It didn’t 
matter whether they were a supporter of SNP, Conservative or Labour, everyone was interested, and 
everyone had something to say. Speaking to us as adults, and not as school children, Ms Monaghan enriched 
our minds with the ins and outs of how parliament works. People listened attentively as she spoke of her 
transition into politics and her views on other parties. She had funny tales of other MPs, as well as “behind 
the scenes” information on the house of commons. Ms Monaghan not only encouraged a career in politics 
but showed us that our opinions were not only valid, but valued.

As she finished her anecdote, it became clear just how many of us were eager to ask a question, not just 
about Westminster, but Holyrood as well. Ms Monaghan listened patiently to each question, before going 
into great detail in her response. She joked about the eccentric traditions of parliament, and the amusing 
incidents that happen as a result of these old ways.

Ms Monaghan answered honestly, and not only expressed her own political views, but allowed us to express 
ours too. If I’m being honest, we didn’t exactly go easy on her when it came to asking questions. Rather, we 
were direct in what we asked and didn’t hold back. (Remaining polite of course.) However this didn’t deter 
Ms Monaghan who answered every one. 

The class asked a wide range of questions, from her disagreements with other parties, to the “naughtiest 
thing she’s ever done.” Her replies ranged from short and sweet, to passionate and detailed. To be able to 
sit and listen, as well as express your own views was amazing and insightful. Having your burning questions 
answered was a great relief to many, who had been stuck with the realisation that politics sometimes just 
doesn’t make sense.

Once every post note question had been read, and every anecdote completed, it is fair to say that Carol 
Monaghan had given us a unique insight into the life and work of a politician. To a class filled with possible 
MPs, this was an incredible opportunity, and encouraged many to pursue their desires for a political career. 
Sometimes it feels like politics isn’t designed for the young. And yes, there is obvious reasons why. But to 
have our voices heard and questions answered was a great experience. Ms Monaghan made us feel like our 
opinions mattered and that our voices were just as important as the ones of older generations. Although 
when we all eventually leave school, the class may well be filled with lawyers and teachers, doctors and vets. 
I can guarantee you that after Carol Monahan’s visit, there will definitely be a few politicians too.

Annie MacDonald, Eve Stapley & Louise Mackintosh
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MY EXPERIENCE AT 
I was a par ticipant in a work placement 
programme organized by JACOBS from 29th 
January to 2nd February. If someone asked me 
if I would do it again it would be a without-a-
doubt yes. 

Monday was the team building day, as pupils 
from several schools were present and we were 
placed into groups of seven. While my group was 
predominantly Jordanhill School pupils, it was 
nice to meet new people and becoming friends 
was made easier by the range of ‘icebreaking’ 
activities provided by Kara Connon, the leader of 
the event. We were told that our overall project 
goal was to design a spaceport that could be 
built in Scotland. 

The first half of Tuesday consisted of talks from 
different people with a variety of jobs from 
around JACOBS.  The afternoon involved a trip 
to Strathclyde University for a lecture on space 
debris and how it could negatively affect the 
future of space travel. This was by far the 
most interesting part of the whole week. 

On Wednesday, exper ts from Prestwick 
Airport came in to give us a brief history of the 
airport, as it is a possible contender for the site 
of the spaceport, which was fascinating. We also 
built paper hover planes which was enjoyable 
even if the plane built by my partner and I - the 
‘U.S.S Swanson’ - refused to glide. The rest of the 
day comprised of finding a suitable location to 
place our spaceport, as we were all allocated a 
piece of Scotland. 

Thursday was all about creating the spaceport 
and deciding what will go in it and where, and 
what will make it unique. It also needed to 
correlate with the area where we placed it, 
and we needed to think up possible renewable 
energy sources that could save money and 
benefit the environment.

We also had a talk on ground contamination 
and how problematic it is. We all found this very 
interesting as we were not aware of the scale 
of the challenge. 
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The final day of Friday had a calmer feeling, 
as we were going over details and practicing 
our speeches for our final presentation, rather 
than brainstorming for ideas and designing our 
spaceport. We were also treated to a Virtual 
Reality experience from the JACOBS’ VR 
team, which I loved as I had only ever done it 
once before then.

The presentation was successful and my group 
– Scot Space – ended up winning, most likely 
due to the somewhat embarrassing rap that 
Richard and I performed – courtesy of Richard, 
Elvie and me. 

I enjoyed every second of the experience and 
would strongly recommend it to future years if 
the opportunity arose. 

Gavin Angus S2
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Jaguar/Landrover 4×4 Challenge 
Congratulations to our team on being 
recognised as the best new team and 
winning the Scottish Region award in the 
Entry Class in the Jaguar/Landrover 
4×4 Challenge in February.

This was the first time the school had 
entered a team and they won 5 awards 
in total!

• Best new team, regional winners for 
Scotland at entry class

• Folio presentation – on a par with 
professional class players in S5/6

• Innovative design, – one judge commented that it was the best looking solution he had ever 
seen. 

• Best ‘pit display’ at entry class again comparing favourably with Development and Professional 
Class teams

• One of the very few teams whose car actually stayed wholly intact over the course of the 
event.

The team also received an invitation to attend the National finals in Coventry as observers in 
March and will progress to the Development Class next session. 

Team Prestige is the first team Jordanhill School has entered into the Landrover/Jaguar 4×4 
Competition. The team was formed in early December 2017 and we have worked hard to 
identify our strengths, work together and learn a whole range of new skills in what has been a 
tough design challenge.

Team members:

Sarah Ross
Carrick Gibb
Riona McClure
Lily Beveridge
Christy McDermott
Josh Sumpter
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Burns Supper 2018
In late 2017, P6 began to think about what 
many consider to be the most important 
Jordanhill School event: The Burns Supper.   
Everyone decorated vibrant, bright artwork 
that was presented on the Refectory walls 
for the evening. We created humble-
looking haggises, perfect pop-art in the style 
of Andy Warhol, stupendous and stunning 
still lives, and charming charcoal recreations 
of Rabbie Burns’ cottage. 

Slightly before the night, P6 coloured marvellous props to add to the songs which included 
bacon rolls, and HP brown sauce spectacles. Of course, no Burns Supper is complete without 
speeches and poems, so P6 worked hard to bring that part of the Burns Supper to life. Not 
surprisingly these included “Tae a Haggis”, “Toast to The Lassies”, “Reply to the Lads”, “The Selkirk 
Grace”, and much, much more!

Before the Burns Supper began, talented 
musicians played beautiful pieces, whilst 
photographs were taken and Irn-
Bru cans were served at the bar. We 
allocated tables with the chair people 
and the speech-makers at the top 
table. The refectory was an explosion 
of tartan as every guest entered into 
the spirit of the evening. It was really 
an amazing sight, having so many of the 
school staff in one room.

Our two chair people, Katie and Logan, introduced our first song, “Roll for Me”, which was 
a parody of the Del Amitri song, “Roll to Me”, which suited the evening’s theme of Scottish 
Food and Drink. The first poem to be put into action was “Tae a Haggis”. Fraser Smith from P7 
dutifully piped in the haggis, accompanied by the Trencher Bearer, Harry Saunders and Archie 
Patrick began the poem with confidence. After the Haggis was piped away, Niamh MacCuish 
performed “The Selkirk Grace” beautifully. 

When Niamh had finished the “Selkirk Grace”, we had our dinner. The options were haggis, 
sausage, or vegetarian flan. Everybody enjoyed their meal. To keep us all entertained, the 
programmes were filled with trivia and games, like word searches and “Spot the Difference”. 

After the dinner finished, Fraser and Kerry, gave “The Immortal Memory”, followed by Murray 
and Heather, with “Toast to the Lassies~”, and “Reply to the Lads”. P6 and their guests had a 
good laugh with the hilarious jokes and puns they made. We also listened to people reciting 
poems that mostly circled around Scottish foods. They were all recited excellently. 
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Dyslexia in the Open
Last session, a group of pupils from 
S3-S5 took part in some informal 
lunchtime sessions designed to 
promote awareness of dyslexia and 
support younger pupils. 

As par t of these sessions, they 
helped to lead activities with a 
group of S2 pupils. The focus of 
the activities included managing worries caused by dyslexia, discussing successful dyslexics, and 
discussing experiences of support received.

The S2 group then got together to chat about different types of support they found helpful. 
The whole group agreed that it was very important to them that young people in their classes 
knew something about dyslexia.

In order to raise awareness of the experiences of dyslexic learners at school, the whole group 
produced and delivered a presentation to the entire S1 cohort, shortly before Christmas.  They 
asked the S1 pupils to consider the question ‘What is Dyslexia?’ and to try out some activities 
designed to simulate the experience of being a young person with dyslexia. The Dyslexia in the 
Open group also answered questions from S1 pupils, giving an insight into their experiences at 
school.  Well done to everyone who contributed. 

When the formal par t of the 
evening drew to a close, we came 
through to the Main Hall to dance 
the remains of the night away and 
work off our tea. At the end of the 
ceilidh dancing, everyone joined 
hands and sang one of Rabbie 
Burns’ most memorable works: 
“Auld Lang Syne”. 

Everybody had felt a little nervous 
as well as excited but in the end, 
everybody had great fun. We’re 
sure we would recommend this to all of the future P6’s. The Burns Supper is an amazing 
experience, and certainly an event we will remember for a very long time.

By Alistair J.S Hillis and Kerry Docherty
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Jordanhill Community Christmas Party 
Monday 4th December 2017

As many of you may know, there is a community 
Christmas event held every year at Jordanhill School.  
This year the House Captains and Vice-captains 
helped the first years collectively prepare and host 
the party for the elderly members of the Jordanhill 
community.  

Over several lunch times, the S1 pupils put 
together invitations, advertisements and the core 
of the event. Their dedication was shown through 
consistent attendance and outstanding performance 
throughout the 6 weeks of preparations.  They used 
various software to research, develop and finalise invitations before the sixth years helped send them off 
to several care homes. The S1s also helped with organising the entertainment, catering and posters. 

With help of the House Captains and Vice-captains, along with supervising teachers, the first year students 
were able to audition, prepare and perform for the old folks.  They also prepared catering by baking and 
making posters to ask other pupils to bring in food. 

On the day of the event, the first year pupils served the cakes and hot tea and coffee to our guests. They 
also waited patiently to help in the clean-up operation. The visitors were very pleased with the welcome 
and service they received while at the school, and we have received many thank you letters and emails from 
those attending. And we got to polish off the unfinished cakes, so it was definitely a successful event for all!

As a part of the occasion, all secondary pupils were asked to bring in food and other essentials for a charity 
foodbank called Store House, which operates in Anniesland.   Posters were also made by the S1 pupils 
to raise awareness of this charity and to get more donations from other year groups who may not have 
been aware of the organisation and its importance.  So with the help of the first years, we were able to 
collect a lot of donations for the event.  

Without the help of the teachers, janitorial staff, refectory staff, hardworking first year pupils and performers, 
this event would not have been able to run this successfully. So a big thank you for your support and 
dedication.  Another quick thanks to the other house and vice captains for taking time out of your school 
day and after school time to help with the event.  

Amber Hildrey & Orla Docherty
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Centenary Campaign
After almost 100 years, Jordanhill remains consistently one 
of the best schools in the UK and is world class in many of 
its practices and achievements. 

Exciting plans are coming together as Jordanhill School looks 
forward to celebrating its centenary in 2020!

Alongside these celebrations we are also embarking on 
an ambitious development campaign designed to improve 
facilities and provision across Science Technology Engineering 
and Maths (STEM), Languages and Sport. It will also aim to 
build up a fund for future developments and to sustain co-curricular programmes.

It is now 10 years since the last major development of the school took place, with the creation 
of the South Campus, the AstroTurf pitch and the Refectory extension.  This was a dramatic step 
forward made possible by significant capital funding from the Scottish Government. 

The financial pressures on the public sector will continue for several years to come. The capital 
investment needed to fulfil our ambitions for the school to meet the needs of the next generation of 
pupils will not be available from the public purse while our recurrent grant will decline in real terms.
In turn this creates increasing demand upon the Educational Amenities Trust Fund to ‘fill the gap’ 
and fund co-curricular and extra-curricular activity such as sports, music making and trips. 

As an alternative to cutting provision and/or very large increases in charges to parents, the Board 
of Managers and Trustees of the EA Trust have agreed a Centenary campaign seeking philanthropic 
support from our community.

Opening up new sources of income, from across all our communities of alumni, current families, 
former families and funding partners, offers us the best opportunity to fulfil future ambitions and 
guarantee success.

The Board and Trustees are therefore determined that the 
school should remain ambitious in its aims for all of our young 
people and our commonly held desire to sustain the same 
opportunities for current and future generations.

Striving Higher
The school’s motto is ‘Ad summa nitor’ – Strive for the Highest. As we reflect on that as an organisation, 
standing still in today’s world means going backwards. Therefore as we approach our centenary 
celebrations we also aim to strive yet higher to maintain our pre-eminence, and this year will see 
the first steps towards realising that aim.

Under the campaign banner of ‘Striving Higher,’ we envisage securing more resources which will 
enable us to realise our future ambitions, and most importantly, maintain our high standard of 
experience and performance.
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What will the campaign be for?
There are two strands within ‘Striving Higher’: development projects for new facilities and 
improvements and a foundation for long term development.

New facilities and improvements

Envisaged are a series of capital projects to create new facilities and improve existing provision. 
The planned capital projects include a new Sports Building and specialist facilities for STEM 
and Chinese Language.

STEM & Chinese Language

A detailed feasibility study for the creation of a STEM Centre and 
Chinese Language Centre has been completed. This will improve 
opportunities for our own pupils and as an Advanced Higher hub 
will broaden access for pupils from neighbouring schools.

This would be formed by a two-storey extension of the South 
Campus into the middle courtyard area. The plan envisages 
creating two areas of 70m2 with a Chinese Language Centre on 
the ground floor.

The project has been costed on the basis of a number of contingencies which are unlikely to 
emerge as the site was previously built on in 2008. The maximum cost is just under £520,000 
inclusive of VAT and all fees.

Sports Building

The second major project envisages the construction of a new Sports Building which will create 
a coherent whole from the existing dated facilities, provide additional changing rooms, replace 
the existing changing rooms and create a new Fitness Suite. 
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Our sports hall and the changing rooms are 50 
years old! Many of our readers will have memories 
of them and would recognise them today. This 
reconfiguration will also link together the PE base, 
in the McMillan building, and the changing rooms 
much more effectively rather than the piecemeal 
arrangement that we currently have. There are also 
not enough changing rooms for all the PE activity 
and for our external lets and community users.

The indicative illustration shows the proposed glass 
fronted fitness suite and new entrance to the PE 
building. A detailed feasibility study is looking at 
options which are on a larger scale than shown. 
Costs would be from £500,000 depending upon 
the final configuration.

Centenary Foundation Fund

Through our Striving Higher campaign we intend 
to build up a Foundation fund to sustain future 
developments, co-curricular activities and our 
benevolent funds.  We believe that this campaign will 
draw support from a range of sources, such as grant 
making bodies, our alumni, gifts in will, individuals and 
families giving regularly, and through specific project 
related appeals to our community. 

The development of this campaign has been 
shaped in part through the many insights, ideas and 
thoughts from consulting extensively with parents, 
senior pupils and alumni. I am very grateful for these 
contributions which have helped shape our future 
strategy together.

Gavin McLellan
Director of Development 

Your School and 
Community
The parents of Jordanhill School are 
the company shareholders.

Uniquely in Scottish education you 
control the school and its future. 
Together we can do things that no 
other school can do.

How the School 
is funded
The unique status of the school, 
as a Grant Aided community 
comprehensive, is not changing. Our 
school also has charitable status and 
is a Company Limited by Guarantee.
The annual Recurrent Grant from 
the Scottish Government finances 
statutory core educational provision; 
day to day running of the School, 
maintenance of buildings and 
grounds, and small refurbishment 
projects. The school is highly efficient 
and offers exceptional value for 
money for the public purse. 

An extensive range of ‘non-statutory’ 
provision is funded from charges 
to parents and grants from our 
Educational Amenities Trust 
Fund a separate charity. Within the 
EA Trust there are restricted funds 
that support current and former 
pupils such as the Linda & Gordon 
Bonnyman Trust.
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MUGA

First Steps to Striving Higher 
There is an immediate opportunity for 
you to make a difference! 

Since opening in 2007 the all-weather 
pitch has greatly enhanced the sporting 
life of the school and the community, 
but it has reached the end of its lifespan.

In the summer of 2018 the carpet on 
the main pitch will be replaced by a top 
of the range hockey surface. 

Give your support
This is your chance to contribute and leave 
a lasting legacy for the benefit of current and 
future pupils.

For this project you can make a gift via our 
website which will link to our on-line campaign 
page.

www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/development

Remember to tick the Gift Aid boxes so your 
gift goes 25% further.

If you wish to discuss the possibility of planned 
giving at a higher level for this and future 
projects in the campaign, then please contact 
Gavin McLellan

mclellang@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk

This work provides a once in a generation 
opportunity to put a 3G multi-use carpet 
on the adjacent multi-user games area 
(MUGA). While seen as state-of-the-ar t 
when designed in 2005, the MUGA is under-
utilised by the school and community. Laying 
a 3G Diamond Blade surface and installing 
floodlights will

• Provide a venue for Primary hockey and 
football matches on Saturday mornings

• Free up the main pitch on Saturday 
mornings to allow better access and 
management of Secondary fixtures

• Improve training facilities
• Reduce footfall on the main pitch, 

maintaining its quality and expanding its 
life

• Provide a much needed community 
facility for evening use

While the core funding of £120,000 for the main carpet has been accrued over 11 years from 
community use income, we need to secure funding to upgrade the MUGA. The EA Trust Fund has 
committed £50,000 towards the project leaving a further £50,000 to be found from other sources.

How you can help

For this first project in the Striving Higher campaign, we have launched a crowd-funding initiative 
to enable contributions from everyone, whether a parent, family, former parent or alumni. Giving is 
completely voluntary and we recognise this comes amidst many pressures.

As the campaign progresses beyond this first milestone, we would ask you to consider giving on a 
monthly basis.  There will be opportunities to do this on our campaign page to your preferred level.   
We hope you want to strive higher with us and can consider giving generously.
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Never Forget - Berlin Trip October 2017
Thirty pupils. Hectic schedule. Public transport. What could possibly go wrong? From the 5am 
meet, to the Saturday evening, we learnt more about the history of Berlin than we could have 
imagined. 

The 13th August 1961 destroyed the lives of 
many. To us, it is an unimaginable act of cruelty. 
A warning of past mistakes that mustn’t be 
repeated. But to those in Germany, it is a symbol 
of the oppression experienced by their ancestors. 
We study the cruel acts of the Nazis, the violence 
and force put on the people by the Soviets. But 
until our trip to Berlin, these were just stories, 
history lessons. But not anymore.

As the wall loomed over us, we found it difficult 
to imagine how such a simple thing could cause 
so much devastation. Then we saw the photos. 
They were not of the weapons, the cars, or 
the wall itself. But of the people. The desperate 
people who fired their shot at freedom, and 
missed. Gunned down, the youngest, one, the 
oldest eighty. Generations of people simply 
gone; lost.

Berlin opened our eyes. In a few short days, 
we learned more about the people of Berlin 
than any book could teach us. We explored 
museums like Checkpoint Charlie, fascinated by the memorabilia left behind. It told their 
stories without words, revealed their tragedies without explanation. Yet, despite the sombre 
topics we indulged in, not one person denied their love of the trip. 

Now, we didn’t go to Berlin totally clueless. In fact, we had recently written an essay on the 
events that occurred. But with our knowledge focused on statistics and facts, the personal 
experiences of people were forgotten. With a trip jam packed with unforgettable experiences, 
pinpointing one is hard. But there was one different to the rest. It erased smiles and muted 
laughter. It made us understand with no words required: The memorial to the Murdered 
Jews of Europe.

Covered with 2,711 concrete slabs, it’s designed like no other monument. Walking through 
you witness your friends disappear before your eyes, you grow lost in its maze, then you 
feel alone. Truly alone. This mark of respect and remembrance to the Jews who disappeared 
and lost their lives has stayed with us all. Not one of us will be able to forget the feeling of 
isolation surrounding us. In those brief moments, we felt helpless. It is power affected all of 
us that day. It (perhaps only for a brief moment) allowed us to relate to them, to understand 
their panic at losing their family, their friends.
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Berlin was a trip like no other. In three days, we gained more knowledge than most. We 
explored the city, indulged in its culture, and began to understand. We have never experienced 
such horrific acts of persecution and violence, but we are able to sympathise and learn from 
them. With countless opportunities given to us by Jordanhill, this will remain forever inked 
in our minds.

“Many small people, who in many small places do many small things, can alter the face of the 
world” Some took a piece of the wall, others a souvenir from the museum, but this is the 
message we all took back home.

By Annie MacDonald 5StJ
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Advanced Higher Physics Trip to CERN
This is the third year that the Physics Department has organised a trip to CERN and Geneva. 
It has always been very popular and this year was no exception. The Advanced Higher students 
were accompanied on the trip by Mr Scobie and Dr Kelly, as well as two students from St Thomas 
Aquinas who are studying Advanced Higher Physics at Jordanhill.

There was no time to wait around having left the luggage at the youth hostel, we were to take 
a tram to CERN for the guided tour. On arrival we were shown to the refectory to have some 
lunch. Unusually the large refectory was very quiet but then it was a Saturday. After lunch there 
was time to look at the permanent exhibitions ‘The Globe’ and ‘Microcosm’ and a spot of shopping 
at the CERN gift shop. The guided tour consisted of a short lecture about the history of CERN 
and the work that has been carried out there, as well as future projects to be undertaken. 

It was clear that there is plenty of 
opportunities for students and young 
people to work at CERN and the lecturer 
explained how to apply to work there. 
The second part of the tour involved 
visiting ATLAS one of the detectors on 
the LHC which was used in the discovery 
of the Higg’s boson and then onto the 
Cryogenics lab used for testing the liquid 
Helium cooling systems.  The scientist who 
led the tour was very good at explaining 
the process involved in such a state of the 
art experiment.

After the tour at CERN there was time to return to the Hostel and settle into our rooms 
before dinner. The meal was at the Hotel Edelweiss famous for its fondue and local folkloric 
entertainment. The cheese fondue arrived and after acclimatising to the initial smell turned out 
to be very popular. The entertainment caused the evening to take an increasingly surreal turn 
as the two entertainers used different instruments, a bugle, trumpet, saxophone, spoons, giant 
horn, and several cowbells until they finished with one playing a saw like a cello and the other 
yodelling at the surrounding tables. Everyone got caught up in the excitement of the music, with 
several students having a go on the Alpine horn and helping out with the cow bells. 

Sunday started with an early morning visit 
to the Red Cross & Red Crescent Museum, 
this proved to be both informative and 
sobering. The Red Cross was founded by 
the Swiss businessman Jean-Henri Dunant 
after he witnessed the terrible aftermath of 
the Battle of Solferino in 1859. The exhibits 
focus on the human cost and suffering due 
to war and natural disasters and the many 
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individual stories related through interactive video are very moving. The most popular exhibit 
though was the film showing how the Red Cross Doctors and Nurses helped at various times 
over the last 100 years. However the early start from the previous day seemed to have caught 
up on some individuals who appeared to be watching the film with closed eyes!

The second visit of the day took us to the History of Science Museum, where equipment dating 
back hundreds of years is on display. For some, the Victorian era moving pictures and optical 
illusions were a real favourite. The museum shows the craftsmanship that was involved in creating 
the early scientific equipment and is in stark contrast to the high tech experiments at CERN.

After the History of Science Museum there 
was some time to look around Geneva and 
find a place to have lunch before meeting 
up again for a look around the Museum 
of Natural History. This museum is very 
extensive with three floors of stuffed animals 
both local and from around the world. There 
were dioramas of Africa and the Artic as well 
as several underwater scenes. There was great 
disappointment when it was realised that 
Janus a live (not stuffed) two headed tortoise 
was not in his enclosure that day.

On the final day there was a guided tour of the United Nations building outside the main building 
is the ‘three legged chair’, a memorial to all those who 
have been affected by land mines throughout the world. 
The tour of the UN was interesting as they explained the 
history and the current role of the UN around the world. 
The orginal League of Nations buidling is part of the UN 
in Geneva and has a very imposing 1930s art décor design, 
the murals in the original debating chamber are steeped in 
symbolisim. After the tour there was a short opportunity 
to do some last minute shopping and have lunch before 
it was time to start the long journey home. 

A trip like this can only be successful with the help, support 
and cooperation of all involved and therefore a big thank 
you to parents who ensured students arrived on time and 
particularly to those who drove to Edinburgh Airport to 
pick or drop of students. Thank you to all the students who 
came along and behaved impeccable during the trip and 
also to Dr Kelly and Mr Scobie for giving up their time to 
coordinate and supervise the weekend. 
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Newcastle Sports Tour 2018
This year, for the first time, all the senior 
squads for Football, Hockey, Netball and Rugby 
took part in the school sports tour. The tour 
was a 3-day trip to Newcastle and consisted 
of training with professional coaches, games in 
our respective squads against local opposition 
and a premier league match day experience. 

The Friday had a tough workout session with 
professional coaches from the Newcastle 
Foundation that consisted of fitness, core 
and some weight training. It also included a 
behind the scenes stadium tour of St. James’ 
Park where we were taken to the very top of 
the stand with an amazing view across the city. 
We then travelled to Newcastle Metro centre 
for a group dinner at Zizzi’s along with a bus 
journey with some questionable 5th year song 
choices throughout!  

Saturday star ted off with all four squads 
having their games against local opposition 
who were a year older than us. Football and 
Netball performed well but unfortunately 
lost, although there were some impressive 
performances. The rugby game wasn’t able to 
be played due a frozen pitch however they still 
managed to play Touch Rugby and participated 
in an entertaining Football friendly!

After some free time at the hotel on the 
Saturday where we could go to the golf driving 
range, swimming or to the fitness suite, we 
went to the laser quest at night. There were 
4 teams each lead by a teacher on tour, with 
Mrs. Fisher’s squad eventually winning overall, 
although some people were more interested 
in posing for the camera than actually helping 
their team! All squads then took part in a team 
quiz at the end of the night, with deserved 
winners at the end (the only team who didn’t 
cheat using their phone!). 
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Sunday was the day for the Premier League match day experience where we sat in the home 
end at St. James’ Park to watch hosts Newcastle upset Manchester United, beating them 1-0 
in a tense and exciting game that saw Scotland’s Matt Ritchie score the only goal. This is where 
the tour of Newcastle came to an end as we now had a bus journey home which had much 
better 6th year song choices throughout the journey! 

Overall, the tour was great fun and all the squads mixed well together. Thanks to the PE 
department for taking us away.   Special thank you to the PTA for funding the tour hoodies for 
pupils and staff!

Ben MacDonald (S6)

Sports Bulletin
Football

The senior football team have had a mixed league campaign. They started with an impressive 
5-1 victory over High School of Glasgow. Goals came from: Sam MacIver (2), Matthew Bruton, 
Calum Hughes and Ngoni Zvekare. Unfortunately, they were edged out 3-2 in the next game 
by Glasgow Academy at Glasgow Green.

Congratulations to our P6 team to made it to the final of the 
Challenge Cup. After a thrilling final the team were narrowly 
edged out 2-1 by Scotstoun. 

Well done to the S1, S2 and S3 teams who competed in the 
Christmas Cups at Toryglen. The S1 team made it to the semi-
finals and the S3 team won the tournament after a penalty shot 
out victory against Govan High School. 
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Boys Hockey
Congratulations to the U15 boys hockey team 
who beat Glenalmond College 2-1 in the Scottish 
Cup plate. Well done to the Senior girls team who 
progressed to the semi-finals of the West District 
Cup narrowly losing out to High School for a place 
in the final.

Skiing
 

Congratulations to Gregor Munro (S3Cr) who was selected to represent Team GB in Alpine 
Skiing at the international youth FIS races in the Czech Republic in March.

Gregor was one of ten children in the Great British Team and skied in the U14 age category. In 
the Slalom he achieved 8th place out of over 50 boys in his age category.

Jordanhill were the Scottish Schools 2017/18 freestyle ski/board champions at Primary and 
Secondary.  The Primary A ski team picked up silver at the recent SSSA schools ski competition. 
Narrowly missing Gold- team was Joanna McKee, Kerry Munro, Ellen Philips and Harry Saunders 
(right).

Well done to the Jordanhill pupils who won silver at the Scottish Schools Ski cross national 
championships at Snofactor and Ellen Phillips who achieved an individual gold medal.

All sporting information is available on 
the updated Sports Blog via the new 

School Website.
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St. Aloysius’ College Road Relay Championships 
2017 at Kelvingrove Park
In the Primary Championships, the boys’ team finished in 3rd place overall, winning bronze 
medals. The girls’ team put in a solid performance. Well done to all those who took part!

Boys Team - Bronze Medal Winners 
Colin Crichton, Finn McDermott, 
Fraser Harrow, Tylor Blackwood-McIntyre, 
Ruairidh Macdonald

Girls Team L to R
Lucy Robinson, Sophie Belmont, Ruth Thomson, 
Abigail McCaffrey, Cate Rowley

In the secondary championships the girls team finished in 3rd place overall and the boys team 
finished fifth. Well done to all the competitors!

Well done to Beth Bushell (left) who achieved the fastest lap from all S1’s!
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Badminton
Alice Campbell in S4 was a member of the Scotland team 
who won a bronze in the European team event. There were 
37 countries entered and it’s the first time Scotland have 
ever won a medal in the European team event. 

Well done to Iona Campbell and Robert Phillips (S1). 
They took part in the Glasgow schools badminton U14 
competition at Bellahouston. Robert progressed to the 
quarter finals of the boys singles and Iona won girl singles. 
They were runner up in the final of the mixed doubles.

Netball
Well done to the S5/6 netball team who defeated Bannerman 26-15 in the Glasgow League. 
They then went on the win the Glasgow tournament at Bellahouston Sports Centre, winning 
all their games! The S1 team performed well for their first tournament experience.

Secondary Girls Rugby 
Training for S1-6 Girls rugby is on Thursday at the school 3.45-4.45pm, please bring indoor & 
outdoor footwear/training kit. Training will be run by current Hillhead Jordanhill ladies player 
Mhairi Macdonald. New players welcome.

Tennis
Well done to Aran Gibson (P6) and his fellow 
Strathgryffe Tennis Club team members who won 
the Aegon West of Scotland U9 team tennis league. 
They were thrilled to be presented with their trophy 
by Leon Smith, Captain of the GB Davies Cup team 
on Monday night at the West of Scotland Awards 
Ceremony. 
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Glasgow Schools Cross Country 
Championships
At the Glasgow Schools’ Cross Country Championships held at Nether Pollok on 20th 
February, the teams from Jordanhill (Primary & Secondary) achieved much success!

Secondary
Congratulations to our Secondary teams on winning 2 gold, 4 silver and 1 bronze medals. 
Individual medals were won by Jojo Littlefield (Gold), Charlie Milarvie and Jack MacKinnon 
(Silver) and Beth Bushell and Adie Murray (Bronze).

• S1 Girls – Team Silver :  Individual Bronze 
 Beth Bushell
• S1 Boys – Team Gold
• S2 Boys – Team Silver : Individual Bronze
 Jamie Hill
• S3 Boys – Team Gold:  Jack MacKinnon 

individual silver
• S4 Boys – Team Silver
• Senior Girls – Team Silver : Jojo Littlefield 

individual gold and Adie Murray individual 
bronze

• Senior Boys – Team Bronze: Charlie Milarvie individual silver

Swimming
PRIMARY SWIMMING CHAMPIONS NOVEMBER 2017

Calum MacArthur P5A [Junior Boys’ Champion]
Fraser Harrow P7B [Senior Boys’ Champion]
Chrissie Francis P7A [Senior Girls’ Champion]
Anna Phillips P4A [Junior Girls’ Champion]

Tony Anderson (S2) competed in the Scottish Schools Swimming 
Finals on the 27th January.  Tony was the only pupil from Jordanhill 
to qualify for the championships which was a great achievement!

He did really well winning a bronze in the 200m freestyle final, he 
was placed 9th in the heats but did great achieving third in the 
final with a time of 2.11.  

Tony also secured a silver in the 100m freestyle final with a pb time 
of 58.32, the winner posting a 57.76. Considering he was swimming 
against 14 year boys in both events, he did really well.
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Primary
Congratulations to our Primary 
teams on winning 1 silver and 3 
bronze medals.
Of particular note is the individual 
bronze medal won by Chrissie 
Francis from P7.
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S1 Girls – Team Silver
BETH BUSHELL 1MO Bronze 
MHAIRI LOW 1CR
DAISY FINDLAY 1SJ
NIAMH FINNIESTON 1CR
NIAMH ALLAN 1SM
EMMA HUGHES 1CR
AVA WADSWORTH 1SM
NAOMI NAGER 1MO
RACHIE LONG 1SJ
EVE ANDERSON 1CR

S1 Boys – Team Gold
MAGNUS MACKENZIE 1SJ
LUKE O’DONNEL 1MO
GREGOR WILLIAMSON 1MO
FLYNN ABU RAJAB 1SM
CALUM CREARIE 1CR
JASON MACNIVEN 1CR
STIRLING BROWN 1SJ
ROBBIE LITTLEFIELD 1CR
ALISDAIR FISHER 1SJ
STEWART BLACK 1SM

S2 Boys – Team Silver
JAMIE HILL 2SM Bronze
TONY ANDERSON 2SJ
KIERAN FINDLAY 2CR
CHRISTOPHER GOOD 2SM
CHRISTY MCDERMOTT 2SM
CAMERON ROSS 2MO
JAMIE MORRISON 2MO
AARON PURBA 2CR

S3 Boys – Team Gold
JACK MACKINNON 3SJ Silver
LEWIS MACDONALD 3SM
EUAN STOUT 3CR
JOE WADSWORTH 3SM
PHILIP DAVISON 3SM
ANDRES MORA-HURTADO 3ST
ARCHIE FRANCIS 3CR
MICHAEL LIANG 3CR
LUC SYMINGTON 3SM

S4 Boys – Team Silver 
JOEL WINTLE 4MO
ROBBIE RENWICK 4MO
CALLUM GALBRAITH 4MO
SAUL MCDERMOTT 4CR

Senior Girls – Team Silver
ADIE MURRAY 5MO Bronze
SOPHIE CABRELLI 4MO
JOJO LITTLEFIELD 4CR Gold
KATE FISHER 4SJ

Senior Boys – Team Bronze
CHARLIE MILARVIE 6CR Silver
CAMERON DOULL 6MO
FERGUS BLYTH 5SM
JOSH MCDERMOTT 5CR

Primary 5 Boys – Team Bronze
OLLIE PETRIE
EUAN WILLIAMSON
CAL JOHNSTON
RUAIRIDH KIELTY
REMY BOSCH-KENNEDY
CHARLIE SHEARER

Primary 5 Girls – Team Silver
ANNA KELLY
CARYS MURRISON
AIMEE MULLEN
HOLLY ROBERTSON
LIBBY ANDERSON
CARLA MEE

Primary 6 Girls – Team Bronze
ELLEN PHILLIPS
LILY BLAIR
FAYE CALLAGHAN
MILLY HARDIE
EMMA GIBSON
KATHERINE ROSS

Primary 7 Girls – Team Bronze
CHRISSY FRANCIS Individual Bronze
ERIN ME
RUTH THOMSON
EILIDH MACARTHUR
KERRY MUNRO
LUCY ROBINSON
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Ian Martin Will
Ian Will, who died on 3 October 2017, spent all his 
schooldays at Jordanhill College School, apart from a short 
evacuation to Galloway at the start of the Second World 
War. He enjoyed his schooldays and proved to be good at 
almost everything, both academically and on the sports field, 
culminating in his appointment as School Captain in 1953/54. 

Ian gained a very good Higher Leaving Certificate, played 
full-back in the 1st Rugby XV, and captained the 1st XI 
cricket team, excelling both as a batsman and bowler. Ian was 
selected as a Rhodes Scholar and spent a six-week cultural 
visit to Montreal, Canada, as one of a group of 48 Grammar 
Schools boys from all around the UK.

Ian was also gifted artistically, and as a child actor broadcast 
on BBC Radio Scotland from 1947 to 1951.    At School he sang and played leading roles in the 
annual Gilbert & Sullivan Operas HMS Pinafore, Iolanthe and the Mikado. Later when a part-time 
scholar at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music he performed with the Glasgow Grand Opera 
Society in Aida and William Tell. He also once had the thrill of singing on the stage of La Scala Milan 
at an operatic audition.

On leaving School Ian took an active part in the Former Pupils Club and played for the FP Rugby 
1st XV. He also served on the General Committee for some years, until the whole Club was sadly 
wound up in 1972 due to lack of support and funding after the departure of the rugby section to 
link up with Hillhead RFC.
          
Ian’s long-held ambition to be an Architect led to four years of studies at the Glasgow School of 
Art and Strathclyde University, followed by a two-year post as a Research Assistant at Edinburgh 
University. He won the Silver Medal at the Glasgow School of Architecture and two national 
architecture competitions. His first professional post was with the Glasgow firm Keppie Henderson. 

In 1968, along with his friend Bill Greenock, Ian formed Greenock & Will Architects, and remained 
with the firm as joint senior partner for most of his professional career. He designed a wide range 
of buildings including schools, office blocks, hospital facilities and individual private houses in Scotland 
and throughout the UK and beyond, including a Palace in Oman for a Prince of the Sultan’s family.   
In 1990 he established the practice of I M Will Associates.  Ian was also involved in architectural 
education as a part-time studio teacher and acting as an External Examiner at the Mackintosh 
School of Architecture.   

Ian’s busy business life didn’t prevent him becoming involved in many other activities. He was 
Chairman of the Scottish Young Liberals and stood for Parliament in the General Elections of 1964 
and 1966, losing on both occasions to well-known Labour figures. On one occasion he debated live 
on television with Enoch Powell. Later in the 1980s he was also much involved in charitable works, 
in Glasgow serving as Deacon of the Incorporation of Masons and as a member of the Order of 
St John.   
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Yet Ian still found time to get married in 1966 and had three children, the marriage being dissolved 
ten years later. In the 1970s he found a new interest and much success sailing racing boats on the 
Clyde & Solent and was navigator on the winning boat Glencora in the 1977 Blue Water Trophy 
Race from Loch Ryan to Benodet in Brittany. He later took up skiing, and at Aviemore in 1979 he 
met fellow skier Julie Hunter. Two years later they married, and for the next 36 years they enjoyed 
a happy and very active life together, travelling frequently to the USA for skiing and golfing trips, 
and also to South Africa and Europe.

Throughout his life golf remained Ian’s main sporting passion. He was a long-time member of Ranfurly 
Castle Golf Club and the New Club at St. Andrews, and for the last 26 years he greatly enjoyed 
the social atmosphere at Prestwick Golf Club. Ian was an accomplished golfer and was proud of 
his modest collection of trophies won in every decade of his life. In fact on the day he suffered his 
fatal heart attack he had intended to play at Prestwick.    

Ian Will was a friendly sociable person who will be sadly missed by his many friends and associates.   
He never forgot his education at Jordanhill School and the fine start it provided for a long, happy 
and successful life.

He is survived by his wife Julie, his three children, and five grandchildren.   
       
Iain Mann

1954
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The W. H. Rhodes Canada Educational Trusts, 
1954 Tour
On the 29th July, 1954, the R.M.S “Franconia” 
left for Canada with the Rhodes party of 1954.  
This was the sequel to months of preparation, 
and the prelude to a magnificent tour, due 
entirely to the generosity of Mr. W. H. Rhodes 
a Bradford industrialist who, in 1938, set up 
a Trust to send forty British schoolboys to 
Canada each year, from the leading Grammar 
Schools of Glasgow, London, Birmingham and 
Bradford.

The par ty consisted of two Masters-in-
charge, one of them Mr. Prentice, of Hillhead 
High School, the Director of Education for 
London, a special Cunard representative, Mr. 
W. H. Rhodes and forty schoolboys.

The voyage passed very pleasantly, with cinema 
shows, dances, deck tennis, shuffleboard and 

other congenial pastimes.  Two of the highlights 
of the outward voyage were the sight of a 
three-masted sailing ship, half-way across the 
Atlantic, and of a giant iceberg, outsider the 
Gulf of the St. Lawrence, but the boat trip was 
of the greatest value because of the social 
contacts which were made with Canadians 
and Americans on board; through those 
contacts we were able to learn something of 
the mode of life in North America.

On the 6th August, we docked in Wolfe’s 
Cove, under the Heights of Abraham, the city 
of Quebec towering above us in the morning 
sunshine.  Press and movie photographs 
were followed by a coach tour of the city, 
and, amongst other things, we visited the 
battlefield on the Heights, and the famous 
Quebec Bridge, which spans the St. Lawrence.  
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In the late afternoon, we began the long train 
journey to Montreal.  Our tour of Montreal 
was marked by visits to Mount Royal and 
McGill University and, for me, by a happy 
meeting with Mr. Eric Adams, who flooded 
me with questions about J.C.S., and who was 
very interested in all the news which I had 
to tell him.  Later in the tour, I met him again, 
and before we said farewell, he asked me to 
give his best wishes to all his many friends 
amongst the Staff, former pupils and pupils 
of Jordanhill.  

A night train journey took us to Toronto, the 
capital city of the largely Protestant Province 
of Ontario, where we checked in at the 
Royal York Hotel, the largest in the British 
Commonwealth.  We spent a morning at 
the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, swim in the 
rather chilly waters of Lake Ontario, and after 
lunch some of us went down to the famous 
Toronto playground and beach of Sunnyside.  
A reception by the Deputy Mayor, and tour 
of the city, was rounded off by a visit to the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce, the tallest 
building in the Commonwealth.

With Niagara Falls as our next objective, 
we set off along the magnificent Elizabethan 
Highway, stopping on the way to tour and 
taste the products of a local peach farm.  
From our rooms at the Sheraton Brock 
Hotel in Niagara we could watch the glorious 
spectacle of both the American and the 
Canadian Horseshoe Falls, and, as darkness 
fell, the many coloured floodlights playing 
on the waters, gave the impression of pink, 
mauve and purple water cascading out of the 
darkness to the Niagara River far below.  On 
the following day we sailed out on the Maid 
of the Mist to as near the Falls as was safe, 
and by visiting the observation tunnels cut 
into the rock behind the Falls, watched the 
water cascading down from over our heads.  

Before our depar ture, we paid a very 
extensive visit to the Sir Adam Beck Hydro 
Electric Scheme, which harnesses the waters 
of the Niagara River to form the biggest 
scheme of its kind in the world.

On our way north again, we paid a fleeting 
visit to Hamilton for an official dinner, and 
it was here that we received the warmest 
reception of the tour, from Deputy Mayor 
Macdonald, who was of Scottish descent.  The 
party gave him a rousing farewell as he sent 
us on our way back to Toronto, providing us 
with a siren blaring police motor cycle escort 
to the boundary of the city.

The overnight train journey from Toronto to 
Temagami was followed by a coach run and 
forty mile boat-trip through the Lakes to our 
destination, Camp Wanapitei, our home for 
four glorious days.  Here we swam, fished, 
and, under the able instruction of a group of 
American girls from Baltimore and Cleveland, 
learned the art of canoeing.  In the evenings, 
we ran a very successful concert, held a barn 
dance in true Canadian style and watched 
some films of Canadian forest life.  At the 
camp, we made many firm friends, both 
among the American girls and among our 
Canadian hosts, and, so magnificent was the 
surrounding landscape of virgin forests and 
deep blue lakes, that it was with a certain 
amount of regret that a refreshed Rhodes 
party left the beautiful Lake Temagami, to 
travel overnight by train to the Canadian 
federal capital of Ottawa.  Here we embarked 
on a coach tour of the city, which included a 
visit to the Canadian Houses of Parliament.  
We returned to the hotel for the most 
important luncheon of the tour, at which the 
guest speaker was the Hon. Roch Pinard, the 
Canadian Secretary of State.  An afternoon 
visit to the International Paper Mills in Hull 
was, for some of us, followed by an evening 
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visit to a Canadian football game at the 
Ottawa Stadium.

On the following day we resumed our tour 
of the city, visited an Experimental Farm, the 
National Museum and Art Gallery and spent 
some time hunting for souvenirs to take 
home.  That same afternoon, we left by train 
for Montreal on the first stage of our journey 
home, and, indeed, by the time we boarded 
that train, most of us were down to our last 
Canadian dollar.

After a night in Montreal, we arrived back in 
the still sun bathed city of Quebec, where 
we boarded the R.M.S. “Samaria” for the 
journey back to Southampton.  As the ship 
pulled away from Wolfe’s Cove, the whole 
party lined the rails to sing farewell to our 
great friend, Douglas Gordon, the Cunard 
representative for the Canadian part of the 
Canadian part of the tour, and one who had 
done so much to smooth the way for us all.

The journey home was not so bright as the 
outward voyage, and, after landing at Le Havre, 
we crossed the English Channel to dock at 
Southampton on the 26th August.  On the 
morning of the 27th, after saying goodbye to 
the members of the parties from the other 
cities, the Glasgow boys boarded the train in 
London and returned home after a trip, the 
value of which they did not fully realise until 
sometime later.

I should like to express my deepest appreciation 
to Mr. Walker for giving me the chance to go 
on the trip.

In retrospect I realise how fortunate each of 
us was in gaining the magnificent opportunity 
of a Rhodes Trust Tour, and, although the 
advantages which all undoubtedly obtained 
from this grand experience cannot yet be 
fully ascertained, yet it is certain that each 
of us has had his horizons broadened by the 
experience of the tour; in particular, through 
informal meetings with many Canadians and 
Americans we have learned much about 
their homelands and of the significance and 
importance of the great Dominion of Canada 
in the world to-day.

I.M. Will.
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Ron Fischbacher
 
Ron was born in Glasgow in October 1924, the eldest 
of seven children.  His parents were business people 
and Ron inherited a strong work ethic.

After secondary school in Jordanhill, Ron went on to 
Glasgow University where he graduated with a first 
class BSc Hons degree in electrical engineering. His 
talent was spotted early and he was “fast tracked” 
through the course so that he could be employed by 
the Admiralty to work on the use of radio and radar 
for the war effort.

After some time, Ron was posted to Portsmouth 
naval base to work and it was there that he met and 
ultimately married his wife, Doreen, a nurse.  Their son, Alastair and daughter, Trina were born 
in Portsmouth and it wasn’t until Alastair was around three years old that the family moved to 
Orpington in Kent to allow Ron to take up a new role for SIRA (Scientific Instruments Research 
Association) where he ultimately worked his way up to become Deputy Director before moving 
on to GEC/Elliott in Lewisham in 1975.

Ron was a keen member and supporter of the Institute of Measurement and Control, having 
become a member in 1957.  He became a Fellow in 1975 and was elected President in the same 
year serving his term in 1975/76.  He became Honorary Treasurer in 1989 and was awarded 
an Honorary Fellowship of the Institute in November 1993.

Retirement from GEC opened up new opportunities.  He worked as an industry consultant for 
around five years visiting countries as diverse as Malta, Albania and South Africa and later he 
began making regular trips to London to help the Institute with work on its database, sharing 
this work with his friend and colleague, Colin Howard, the current Honorary Treasurer.  Ron 
continued with Institute work until he was 88!

As Colin remembers, “his wise counsel, support and advice throughout that period and 
afterwards was invaluable to me. It is largely as a result of Ron that I am now in the role of 
Honorary Treasurer, a post that he so ably occupied all those years ago. I certainly have had a 
giant to live up to as my role model.  In recent weeks I have been thinking about him a lot as 
the Institute has been commissioning a new computer system for the membership records, 
replacing a system that Ron developed some 25 years ago and which has served us very well 
in the intervening years. I have been using the system he developed as the benchmark against 
which to validate the operation of the new CRM system, so his contribution to the Institute has 
continued throughout his life”.

Ron was quiet man, who was happy with his own company; a gentleman, who was kind and 
caring to others. A thoughtful, dependable man who lived a full and happy life.  He will be sorely 
missed by all who knew him.
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GAVIN ARNEIL
Professor Gavin Arneil, who has died 
aged 94, was one of the earlier pupils 
at Jordanhill College School (as it was 
then called).  Gavin had a distinguished 
school career, winning several prizes 
and being School Dux in his final year, 
before leaving in 1940 to study medicine 
at Glasgow University.

After graduating M.B., Ch.B in 1945 
Gavin gained an M.D. Honours award 
with commendation, and then served 
three years as a major in the Royal Army 
Medical Corps.  On completion of his 
military service he returned to Yorkhill 
Children’s Hospital and remained there 
for the next 41 years.

Gavin became a nationally-recognised 
paediatrician and was an internationally-
renowned expert on child health.  Over 
these four decades Professor Arneil 
treated more than 30,000 hospitalised 
children and thousands more outpatients, saving the lives of many children suffering from 
kidney disease.

Gavin Arneil’s work with the International Pa4ediatric Association involved visits to more 
than fifty countries all over the world, including behind the Iron Curtain during the Cold 
War.  He finally eased out of direct involvement in child health after his 80th birthday in 
2004, but remained deeply interested in new developments.  In his retirement Gavin was 
able to find more time for his leisure interests, sailing, golfing and gardening, importing fine 
wines and writing poetry.

Gavin always maintained an interest in his old School, and in the 1980s he visited the Primary 
Department to talk to the assembled children about his work and career.  He always spoke 
warmly about the sound educational grounding he received at “JCS”, and attributed much 
of his success in his chosen career to his school education.

Iain Mann
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Margaret Cockburn
Margaret Cockburn was born on 28th 
February 1928, in the same house as she died. 
She had a lifelong association with Jordanhill 
School, attended as a pupil, then as a teacher 
then teacher-trainer, lecturer and examiner. She 
was very happy there, and made many good 
friends among the staff, pupils and students, and 
many made an effort to look her up and visit, 
long after leaving. Sarah Burkhill, who wrote the 
serial ‘Millgate Court’ in My Weekly magazine, 
wrote a lovely article, acknowledging how ‘Miss 
Cockburn’ was the first teacher who read 
something she’d written and praised her, told 
her it was Good and that she had a talent and 
should develop it. How that encouragement 
had given her self-belief and confidence, which 
had simply not been there prior to that. 

She was always 
encouraging of 
anyone’s talents, 
d e l i g h t e d  i n 
telling everybody 
when a child did 
something clever, 
enjoyed bringing 
out the best in 
the children she 
wor ked with . 
T h o u g h  s h e 
was not blind 
to their antics 
and naughtiness, 
and told us, with 
a chuckle, this 
one or that one, 

‘….was a right toe-rag, but good underneath’.  

A striking example occurred one day when 
she announced to the class, ‘We’ve had one 
Prizegiving Day, but today we’re going to have 
another, and who do you think’s going to get the 
special prize today?’ No-one could guess. She 
then called out a young girl’s name. The class were 

astonished and 
the gir l  was 
bew i l de red , 
as  she rose 
a n d  c a m e 
hesitantly out 
to the front of 
the class, ‘Why 
am I getting a 
prize, what’s all 
this for?’ Miss 
Cockburn told 
her, and all the 
class, ‘Sometimes, you’re all out there in the 
playground, and I‘m in here in the classroom, 
and I can see what’s going on out there, and I’ve 
noticed, if there’s someone who’s fallen over, or 
needs a helping hand, or if someone’s on their 
own looking lonely, you’ll always go over and 
make sure they’re alright. You are always the 
first person there to help them up, or whatever 
it is they need, you’re the kindest person in that 
play-ground. And that’s the most admirable 
thing, and definitely deserves a prize.”

When the college was going through some 
changes Margaret took the option of early 
retirement and made the most of that time, 
constantly travelling, endlessly interested in 
other cultures, and how people abroad live 
their lives. Argentina [Patagonia], Belgium, China 
twice, (“The Silk Road” to Samarkand,) Croatia, 
Corsica, Cyprus, Egypt, France, Germany, 
Gibraltar, Hong-Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Japan, 
Madeira, Malta, Namibia, Portugal, The Soviet 
Union, Singapore, The Spice Islands, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, the Trans-Siberian Railway, Vietnam, 
USA-Grand Canyon; I’m pretty sure that is 
not an exhaustive list;  as well as ‘staycations’ 
in several places in the UK, her favourite 
being Grantown-on-Spey where she wanted 
her ashes to be scattered. She always had a 
fascinating time, because she was interested in, 
and liked, people

She loved horses and dogs, going riding at every 
opportunity, and when it was not possible for 
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her, gave her time happily volunteering for the 
Riding for the Disabled for 25 years. She was 
very pleased when Princess Anne opened their 
new premises, and presented her with her 
certificate for long and loyal service. After her 
own dog died, she became the ‘go-to foster 
mum’ for all her friends’ dogs, ‘Cockburn’s 
Kennels’ was always open for business!
 

So many ex-pupils took the trouble to look her 
up when they were in the area, enjoying her 
company, as she did theirs, testament to what 
a good teacher she had been, respected and 
admired, as well as fun….Queen Victoria School 
boys [where she went to ‘test’ the student 
teachers, and would always bring a bunch of 
sweeties at the end of term], sent a card and 
class photo, signed with all their nicknames, 
--(where are they 
now?), examples…
’Mucky’ McFarlane, 
‘ S o g g y ’ Sm i t h , 
‘Niggle’ Murdoch, 
‘ L a n k y ’ Poo l e , 
‘ S m u d g e ’ 
M c Q u a d e , 
‘Cadman ’ ( t he 
bossy one! )Veitch, 
etc… she had a 
tomboyish sense 
of humour and 
enjoyed pranks. 
Our cousin Michael 
came to stay when 
we lived in Malta, 

he was about 14, she called him ‘Bubble Boy’ 
because of a shirt he wore with big circles on 
it, he didn’t like that, but she teased him with 
it, so he put a plastic spider in her bed…[she 
hated spiders], so she made him an ‘apple-pie 
bed’, all in good fun with many chuckles! 

She had the most fun-loving, cheerful disposition. 
Neither I nor my sisters ever remember her 
moaning or complaining about things, she had 
that Stoic quality that things had to be got on 
with and it was no use moaning, it was almost 
a duty to NOT moan. She was very serious 
about responsibility, and was conscientious, as 
well as very kind and thoughtful.

Her Faith and Church life were very important 
to her, and she was a stalwart of Broomhill 
Church as were her parents before her, served 
as a Deacon, par ticipated in work parties 
with great diligence, researching prayers, Bible 
passages and hymns, for the beginning and end 
of every month’s meeting.

Quiet, discreet and self-effacing in her good 
works, visiting friends and colleagues regularly, 
going shopping for them, helping them in their 
homes and then in hospitals or care-homes. She 
helped her Political Economy Professor, and his 
brother The General McPhee, move into one 

Prefects 1946
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of the Erskine Homes. She told many stories 
of that time, e.g. how, if there were navy boats 
going down the Clyde, they’d let the Home 
know, and the old soldiers and sailors would 
stand looking out for them, and salute as the 
boats passed, and the boats would give them 
a blaw on their horns, as they went down the 
Clyde…… she diligently visited them, and other 
neighbours, every week, and,.. ‘reaping what 
she sowed’, so many good kind and helpful 
friends and neighbours rallied round in her last 
illnesses and frailty, taking her shopping and for 
wee cups of coffee afterwards, putting out and 
taking in the bins, dropping in with home-made 
jams and soups, inviting her for lovely meals, 
and dropping everything to come over and 
help mend fuses, and lights, and telephones, 
and leaks, and choosing and setting up a new 
gas fire, and…. so many acts of kindness and 
selfless care and attention, which she, and of 
course we, appreciated enormously, from these 
wonderful members of the church and other 
neighbours and friends. 

She loved poetry and murder mystery novels, 
the more gruesome and gory the better! and 
books about Glasgow as well, so, stories of 
Glasgow gruesome murders were the best, 
..[Jack House’s book on Glasgow’s ‘Square Mile 
of Murder’ etc.]!

Most recently she found great pleasure in asking 
us to recite or read her poems, such as ‘The 
Listeners’, ‘If ’, ‘Night Mail’, ‘The Lady of Shallot’ 
and so on… during a conversation with a visitor, 
when she had become bed-bound, about her 
travels on The Silk Road, her eyes lit up and she 
was able to not only tell the name of the poet, 
but also recite a verse as below, of the poem 
about Samarkand 

The Golden Journey to Samarkand, by James 
Elroy Flecker
…
Sweet to ride forth at evening from the wells
When shadows pass gigantic on the sand
And softly through the silence sound the bells

Along the Golden Road to Samarkand.
…
She was an Independent, woman, full of energy, 
her mind still so bright, to the end. A real 
inspiration, full of kindness, thoughtfulness and 
selflessness, always thinking of the other person, 
truly a shining example to try and follow…

Mary-Ann Cockburn, Niece

Margaret: Friend, 
Colleague and Travelling 
Companion 

In July, 2017, Margaret died in the house in 
Southbrae Drive which had been her home 
for almost all of her life. The exception was a 
short stay in Largs, in 1939, when Peter Walker, 
son of the Jordanhill Headmaster, was a fellow 
evacuee.  In later years, they often reminisced 
about, what for them, had been carefree days. 
On her return the family had a couple of 
soldiers billeted at Southbrae Drive and she 
wrote an interesting article for The Jordanhill 
School magazine. Writing articles was a lifelong 
occupation - even in her last illness she wrote 
down her impressions of the new Queen 
Elizabeth.

By 1940, Jordanhill pupils had moved into 
the College building, as the school premises 
had been requisitioned, and Margaret, having 
returned to Glasgow, spent most of her teenage 
years there.  To avoid secondary pupils getting 
‘lost’ in the huge building, each class occupied its 
own classroom, while members of staff, usually 
burdened with piles of jotters, had to travel 
from room to room.

Margaret always loved writing, both poetry and 
prose.  Her name appears on Prize lists.  She 
was awarded the German prize in Form 5, and 
the Hugh McCallum Prize in French in Form 6.  
In that year, she was also a Prefect.  In some of 
her school photographs, Margaret may appear 
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quite solemn, but she had a ready smile, and a 
lovely sense of humour. 

After gaining her MA Degree at Glasgow 
University, Margaret qualified as a Primary 
Teacher, and joined the Staff of Jordanhill 
College School.

Many of her pupils remember her as a well 
organised class teacher, who was kindly but 
had high standards, and these qualities also 
inspired her students, when she later joined 
the Methods Department of Jordanhill College.
Margaret also took an interest in her neighbours, 
especially in the careers of their young families, 
and she was regularly found in her pew, on 
Sundays, in Broomhill Church.

Over the years, there were many exciting trips 
abroad, some of them to visit her brother, who 
was an Army dentist, and who was stationed at 
various times in Singapore, Malta and Germany.  
Her nieces remember those visits. They were 
full of fun, as Margaret was determined to see 
and learn everything she could.

After retiring, Margaret enjoyed travelling with 
friends from her University days to Egypt, 
Iceland and South America.  There was a 
fascinating trip to Gibraltar, with its numerous 

galleries and beaches, and very inquisitive 
Banbury Apes. There were wonderful journeys 
in Outer Mongolia and China and along the 
Silk Road.

Having been interested in riding from an early 
age, and a supporter of Riding for the Disabled, 

the visit to the famous Horse Fair in 
Kashgar was, for her, unforgettable.  
In many of these areas, travellers had 
to be very careful what they ate, and 
drank, but on arriving in Samarkand, 
we had been presented with a bottle 
of champagne, as a welcome.  So all 
the time we were there, we could 
clean our teeth safely, in champagne.

For many years we relived these 
adventures, giving talks with the help 
of our colourful collection of slides.  
What better occupation could there 

be for two retired teachers/

Thank you, Margaret, for your companionship, 
over the years, and our shared adventures.

Eleanor McArthur

Margaret Cockburn, Kathleen Stenhouse, Cecile Stewart, 
Mr Walker, Mr Branston, Etta Sharp, (Judy) Jessie Garland 
[sic], Margaret Dodds
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I write to express my thanks and appreciation for the lovely Christmas Card I received; 
congratulations to Niamh MacCuish on her excellent art work.

Also to say how impressed I am with the care and dedication shown to 'old former 
pupils'.  I had such a wonderful day on 14th September, 2017 at our 'Girls@80 Lunch', 
enjoying meeting the lovely pupils who showed us round the School, bringing back so 
many good memories.  I started School at Rothley Bowling Club, Barclay Curle's Sports 
Pavilion in l942, with Miss Brock as my first teacher - war years  of course!

I can honestly say that I enjoyed my school days very much indeed.

Many thanks,

Jean Bell Moore (nee Nichol)

Reunion Thank You’s

I want to thank you for making me feel so welcome when I visited the school which 
had very happy memories for me from the past about 70 years ago. I was 41/2 when I 
became a pupil in 1943 mid-year I think.

When you told me you had found me in the records it had an unexpected effect on me. 
I suddenly felt “so I had not made it all up”. I was uprooted when I was 101/2 and put 
on the train alone from Glasgow to Liverpool and stayed at my aunt’s in Widnes until 
my parents came back to England for my father’s job in Trafford Park.

Thank you again

Joanne Baker (nee Whitfield)
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Help us with Centenary Year plans!
The ‘Jordanhill Family’

We have started planning various exhibitions, 
which will be on display throughout our 
Centenary year in 2020. Jordanhill School is 
very much a Community School, with many 
families having a long association through 
many generations.

We would like to highlight this by creating 
some storyboards representing the ‘Jordanhill 
Family’ highlighting some families who have 
had a long association with the school.

Families volunteering to take part would be asked to complete a very brief biography/memory card 
for each member represented, along with an old school photo (if available) and a current photo 
of family members.
Anyone interested in becoming part of this exhibition should e-mail our school Archivist Joanna 
Donaldson.

Email: donaldsonj@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk

Jordanhill across the world!

Not only is Jordanhill a special community but 
there is a significant diaspora of Old Jordanhillites 
(OJ’s) all across the world!

For our centenary it would be wonderful to create 
a world map picking out the many OJ’s.  From our 
current records of former pupils with whom we 
are in contact we know of a community of about 
60 in US/ Canada, approximately another 45 in 
Australia and New Zealand, around 30 across 

Europe and a London contingent of 45.  There must be many more but it’s only by keeping in 
touch that we can make sure we can map out all these connections!

Please help us make this map of Jordanhill’s global contribution.  If you are a former pupil and 
could link up others overseas please tell them about this project.  Perhaps your son or daughter 
now are living an exciting life abroad, please let them know we’d love to hear their story!

Get in touch with our Director of Development, Gavin McLellan.

Email: mclellang@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
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FP Golf Society 
The society organises two outings per year in the 
Spring and Autumn with the winner of each outing 
receiving a trophy and the player with the best 
combined score for the two outings receiving the 
Walker Cup.

A separate knockout tournament is held played at 
the clubs of the competitors. To enter please contact 
the secretary.

The club welcomes anyone with an association with 
the school – former pupils and current and former 
staff and parents.

To reserve places or for further information contact: 
The Secretary, Joyce Tait

Email: joyceytait@hotmail.com

Tel: 0141 956 4227

Spring Meeting 2018
Erskine Golf Club, Tuesday 22nd May, 
Tee off 2pm, £45.50
Autumn Meeting 2018
Buchanan Castle Golf Club, Tuesday 
11th September, Tee off 1.30pm, 
£46.50
2017 Winners!
Spring Meeting: Jimmy Dickson
Putter : Gregor Smyth
Autumn Meeting, Secretary’s Quaich:
Donald Campbell
Walker Cup: Charlie Dand 
(best net score over both outings)

Knock Out Trophy – 
result to follow
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